FOSTER® RECLINER
Sit back and relax.
Designed to be intuitive, Foster Recliner alleviates stress by allowing patients and family to easily sit, elevate their feet or recline.

The modern design integrates function and style to create a patient-centered seating solution.

The slope of the arm is designed to minimize shoulder stress, while the arm caps provide support for egress and ingress. Optional removable covers can be quickly and easily refreshed in order to maintain a clean and infection-free environment. And the chair’s locking casters are located at the front so they’re easy to reach.

The Foster Recliner is part of the Foster collection, a broad collection of healthcare seating solutions that support the entire continuum of care.

Features

- 400 lbs Weight Limit (Standard and Wide)
- Footrest Release Lever Is Flush
- Wall-Saver Design
- Removable Covers
- Weight-Activated (3 Positions)
- Front Locking Casters For Easy Accessibility
- Optional Headrest Cushion
- Optional Two Tone Upholstery Offering
- Wood, Poly Or Upholstered Arm Caps
  - No Cap: NC
  - Taupe Polyurethane: TP
  - Grey Polyurethane: GR
  - Black Polyurethane: BK
  - Hard Rock Maple Wood Cap: HRM
  - Candlelight Wood Cap: CAN
  - Rustic Cherry Wood Cap: RC
  - Summer Flame Wood Cap: SF
  - Cherry Blossom Wood Cap: CB
  - Chocolate Pear Wood Cap: CP
- Moisture Barrier (Seat)
- Warranty
  - 10 years, except for mechanisms (5 years) and fabric (covered by fabric manufacturer’s warranty)

Dimensions

Recliner Highback Standard

- Overall: 43” H | 30.5” W | 32.75” D
- Seat: 18.75” H | 24” W
- Back: 27.5” H | 24” W
- Arm: 26.5” H
- Reclined: 69” L

Recliner Highback Wide

- Overall: 43” H | 33.5” W | 32.75” D
- Seat: 18.75” H | 27” W
- Back: 27.5” H | 27” W
- Arm: 26.5” H
- Reclined: 69” L

To learn more about Foster Recliner, visit allseating.com